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Jazz Night swings
l
C.W.u ·. ,Ellenshurg,W a.,May I 7 ,1979; Vol.52,N o.25

Sonny·Fortune,'Jazz Band I and
choir I, performed ·before a crowd
of over 900 last weekend. Jazz
Night, held in McConnell Auditorium, highlighted the _third annual
invitational Jazz Festival.
Friday, 17 of the most outstanding high school jazz bands and
choirs were hosted in a non-c_ompetative festival.
The non-competative festival
continued on Saturday and was a
lead-iri for the Spring Jazz Night.

Featured in the three hour
performance was internationally
famous saxaphonist, Sonny For·
tune (above left) . .
Not to be out done by the pros,
Central student, Jeff Palmer
(above right) gave the audience a·
taste of jazz Central style on ." the
trombone.
The evening of music definitely
proved that Central is jazz
country.
(Photo by Damian Schwartz.)

Health Center budget discussed
.

by Becky Prieur

~

centers use them, but this could
concern .about the proposed cuts.
In last month's Boa~d oi Calkins said that the present ~ot replace the services of ,a
Trustees meeting, the proposed staffing and budget at the health physician.
budget cuts involving the student center is needed to keep up the
In addition to working at the
health cent.er were discussed, but -quality of service offered. She said
that they are able to treat ' many
health cenJ,er, Lundy teaches some
no decisions were made.
Included in the proposed cuts is things early because there . is an ot' the classes . in the Central
the reductio.n of the hours that 't he adequate staff tO handle the
hca)th center would be open. The everyday student load.
Calkins said that in the past
health cent.er is presently open
t'rom 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. during they have found a case of
regular hours, but is also open leukemia, one of encephalitis, and
until midnight and on weekends cases of other serious diseases.
"It would cut down t4e
for emergency care. In the new
proposal, the hours of the health usefulness of our lab," said
. by Sheri Burgler
center would be only . the regular . Calkins. She explained that sjnce
business hours with no emergency the health center would be closed
The Handicapped Student Adon the weekends, students wouldcare any other time.
visory Committee may be new and
The staff of the health center n't be able to find out results from withouf formal structure but
would also be cut back, according tests that are taken on Thursday they've been discussing-and acting
to Don Guy, dean of student - -or Friday until the following on some important issues facing
development. The new .system Monday. Calkins also commented handicapped students.
>
would include one full-time physi· that as it is now, more of the
Evei:y Wednesday afternoon the
cian-adrninistrator and a nurse students
have
the
op- committee gets together and acts
practitioner.
tion . to see a doctor than they ·'as , a sounding board for the
According to Guy, the present would if there were only one Handicapped Student Service Of_
;
cost of operating the health center physician working.
fice.
. The town doctors are already
According to Ann Thompson,
is approximately $200,000. 'l'hese
services include at-cost medicines very busy, ·according to Calkins, organizational specialist HSS, . the
and she said that many more committee consists of about 20
and free physician services.
Guy explained that the health students would be ·forced to see a handicapped students who meet to
center at Western Washington physician in town and would have discuss (\nd pinpoint p·roblem
, University operates with a budget to wait longer and pay more areas, whether they be scholastic
or problems getting around on
approximately half of Central's money.
Dr. Dave Lundy. also a campus.
and with a l~rger student body.
The advisory comfnittee, which
He said that they contract with a physician now · emp1oyed by the
l~cal clink to have six doctors at health center, said that they are started just last winter quarter'
different times of the week. He operating at a minimUJil now and works very closely with the HSS
also said that Western went that they are very busy. He said but is not actually a part of it, in
through a similiar .problem with that to give adequate care, the the sense that it does not consist of
the funding of their health center a health center needs adequate staff.
Dr. Greg Trujillo, associate dean
staffing.
few years ago.
Lundy explained that a nurse of 's tudent development, was
In January of 1978, the Central
he'alth center mad e their first cut practitioner has had about one and appointed coordinator of the HSS
by discontinuing their overnight one-half years of extra training office and organized the advisory
services.
This saved approxi- beyond her RN degree in the care committee. Trujillo explained that
mately $50,000 according to Guy. of outpatients. He commented he needed a sounding board for the
Dr. Eileen Calkins, one of the that there is a place for nurse HSS office and that is what the
physicians now wo:t:king at the practitioners in · student health meetings are for, seeking their
--- an·d that many health advice and guidance.
health cen_ter, expressed her "'"-•
centers

Paramedic program on his lunch concern on student input and said
break and after regular health that if anything is to be done, the
students would have to do it.
· center hours.
The ·BOT will be having a Students who have anything to .
meeting on June 2 to finalize . the say about the situation should
write a letter to President Garrity
proposals on the health center.
Both physicians expressed their or the BOT and iet them know.

Handic8pped,receive aid
"A lot of decisions are being meetings, the committee invited
made for handicapped students by representatives from student ser·
vice offices that· are located in
people who aren't handicapped . .
Quite often it turns· out to be an · unaccessible places, such as the
inappropriate decision," explained cashier's office on second floor
· Trujillo. · As a result of this, he Barge, and discussed som.e effec·
sent out letters from the HSS tive solution\S.
office contacting students fall
The advisory committee 's inquarter and asking them to act on
volvement on campus doesn't stop
an advisory board.
\\-.ednesday afternoon. meetings.
The HSS office, just formed · last . . 1They've also been holding work
fall, is a response to Section 504 of shops with the faculty.
the vocational rehabilitation of act
One such workshop was ht•ld
of 1973 which prohibits discrimina- recently with the P.E. dt'part ·
tion against handicapped persons .ment. The commit tee nwrnbers
by any agencies or organizations opened the meeting by explaini11i·
which are assisted by federal · what HSS is and then t uriwd it
funds.
Recently, th41 U.S. o\·er to the facult \' t') ask
Department of Health, Education questions. Most questions askt•d
and Welfare issued regulati()ns their adYice in given situations.
which spell out in detail how it will often rep:arding visual teachin~·
carry out Section 504.
aids when some students may
At a recent HSS advisory have \·isual imp~lirnwnts.
'committee meeting, Trujillo exDespite the relative newness of
. plained Section 5011 as "giving a
HSS and the advison <.'••mm it ·
handicapped person · the same ·tee, they are evolvir{g quickly.
advantages or disadvantages as "And it's reallY about time \\'e had
any other student."
something likt:> this,·· said Gail
Marci Carpenter, freshman corn· Covert, HSS. She addt:>d that a lot
mittee member, said the meetings of people just aren't ·aware of
are pretty informal. "We bring up Section 504 or ~my of the special
problems, talk about them, throw services.
"We're probably the best
around ideas and see what the
infi.lrmed office for the . handi·
group thinks," she said.
During one of their last capped in the area. for people to
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Alpha Kappa Psi installs member~
I
·1·
Central Washington University students will be initiated
I ·intoMany
a chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi, national business -fraternity.
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Inflation strangles.poor.

by Dave Christopher
house needs improvement, to find
Inflation has tightened its grip out if you are eligible for CHIP,
on everybody's life, but for the you can contact the Planning and
people on low and fixed incomes, Community Deyelopment Office at
Central President Donald Garrity will also be installed as an
it's a choking grip. With a fifth of City Hall.
honorary member at the May 12 ceremony and banquet held at the
Statistics put out by the
the population considered low
Ellensburg Moose Lodge.
income, Kittitas County has Administration on Aging state
Featured speakers at the initiation banquet will be:
various assistance programs to that tQday,· one out of sev~n
Thomas J. Bastasz, president of MangtomCorporation, St. Paul,- I help loosen inflation's strangle- persons in America is sixty or
Minnesota, and national Alpha Kappa Psi vice president;
hold. These programs range from over. And with the increase in the
John C. Wi.lson, financial administrator for the Boeing Company
the essential necessity of provid- elderly population, this increases
in Seattle, and past national president of the fraternity;
ing basic nutrition to home the incidence of disability, sickAnd Central President Garrity. ,
ness, isolation and low income.
improvements.
·
· Officers and members of the University of Washington chapter
Ellensburg city planner, David With two-thirds of this county's
will be special guests for the evening to assist in the initiation
Jack, is the man in charge of the · low income being elderly, a variety
ceremony.
Community Housing Improvement of assistance programs are conCentral business administ1'ation Professor Steven Worsley and
structed just for the seniors.
Program, commonly called CHIP.
instructor Brian Scott will serve as chapter advisors to the new
"CHIP is for low income people Chores Services is such a program.
fraternity.
that meet certain income guide- To qualify for Chores Services, a
lines. (In) a one-person household, person must be 60 years or older
their yearly income cannot total and meet low income guidelines.
MECHA club holds Chica.n o Days.
According to Sharron Hill, the
over $5,400," says· Jack.
Jack commented that the type administrator of Chores Services
of work done is anything that for Kittitas County, the program is
Central's MECHA club will hold its annual Chicano Cultural
hinges on health and safety, such designed to do something the
Days May 17-19. The cultural and educational events will include a ·
as rewiring, plumbing, reroofing, senior mentally or physically
film which will be shown Thursday, May 17 at.12 noon in the SUB
insulation, etc. Speaking about cannot cope with. Some of the
pit. On Friday, M~y 18, also at 12 noon, entertainment will include
the purpose of CHIP; Jack said, chores which are provided to the
the Granger High School Folkloric dancers, who will perform
"The intent of the program is to seniors at no cost include
cultural and traditional dances. Saturday, May 19, a MECHA
improve housing in a neighbor- housework, laundry, meal prepastate meeting will be held.
Representatives from various
hood, so that other people will ration, transportation, yard care,
universities, ·colleges and high schools will plan and discuss future
move back into that neighborhood special diet preparation, etc.
. goals for Central's MECHA club. The purpose of these events is to
Asked if the program might make
and reinvest."
promote the understanding, knowledge, and awareness of Chicano
At the present time, CHIP is the senior too dependent on
history and culture. MECHA invites everyone to join them in
only doing work in West Ellens- someone else and damage their
celebrating the Chieano Cultural Days. All events are free of
burg. "This area has the worst pride, Hill respc;mded, "We're not
charge.
housing, and has a high concentra- taking their independence away,
we're complementing it. We are
tion of low income people from the
the senior the opportunity
giving
community.
We've
established
Phi Beta Lambda officers elected
this through extensive surveys," to s·~'ay independent, by choosing
says Jack.
the things they feel comfortable
According to Jack's surveys, 55 · with and choosing what they want
The Phi Bet.a Lambda State Competition took place on May 4
percent of the people that reside in the chore-worker to do."
an<l 5 in Yakima. Several Central PBL.members competed in the
Hill commented that it is the
various business-related activities.
West Ellensburg are considered
PBL st.ate president and vice president for 1979-80 were elected.
low income. "Substantial rehabili- senior to whom the program is
President Mark Gatsos a·nd Vice President Eric Darling, both of
ultimately responsible, and that
tation," is the way Jack describes
the ·worker must have an interest
the improvements CHIP has made
Central, are planning to attend the PEL National Conferance at
in seniors and make a personal
on 21 homes in West Ellensburg.
New Orleans in July.
commitment, because she won't
"The image of it being dogtown is
hesitate to replace a chore-worker.
going away," ·says Jack. If your
Hill also mentioned, the choreworker receives in-service trainGRADUATION DAY IS TOO IMPORTANT TO BE
ing in--- areas of nutrition, CPR,
emergency procedures and some
psychology of aging. Chores
FORGOTTEN! ·HELP THEM REMEMBER FOR A
Services is located in the basement
LONG, LONG, TIME WITH A GIFT FROM STEREOCRAFT of the Morris Sorensen building at
· 507 Nanum.
Another program designed to
benefit seniors is the Retired
Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP)
also in the Morris Sorensen
building. "Preventive Medicine" is
VISA
the way RSVP director Jan Spidle
describes the program. "I.t's
designed to keep the senior active
by giving them something meaningful to do," says Spidle.
RSVP assigns volunteer sta· tions to the senior, at a station
where they want to be. "The
philosophy of the program," says
When you buy an ADVENT 300 receiver, it's like buying
Spidle, "is to put a senior
a PRE-AMP and getting a FM tuner and power AMP
anywhere they want to, be." Some
examples of volunteer stations
free. The Advent 300 incorporates the · HOLMAN
are American Red Cross, Cancer
Club, KCAC Stroke Club, Heart
PRE-AMPLIFIER circuit designed for use in real-life
Association, etc. Spidle also
remarked that RSVP has autoconditioiis, not for results in a test lab.
mobile, accident, and personal
You can count on it _for .great performance!
liability insurance, while the
volunteer is traveling to and from
their station and while they're
working at it. All the programs
SALE PRICE:
LIST PRICE:
that have been reported (CHIP,
CHORES SERVICES.RSVP) are
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Sale

$219'

MODEL 300

ALSO:

Yamaha NS-5 Loudspeakers

$100.00 ea

,- - --------------,t
.

$ 69.00 ea

j

·j

Centrex Compact system AH-711

$389.00

$249.00

Gerrard GT 25P Turntable- with
Empire· 2000E/ID Cartridge

'$232.00

$109.00

Pioneer

SE~205

Headphones

Maxell UDXLII-C90 Free _4-3

$ 30.00

$ 19.95

$ 21.75

$ 12.95

Give yourself something beautiful
to rememb~r the valley by.

t
t

t

The Ellensburg Blue

t

Agate in handcrafted settings.

:

Art of Jewelry

t
t

STORE HOl'RS:
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both federally and lo~ally funded.
One of the areas hardest hit by
inflation is food prices; food costs
have soared while ·the dollar has
dropped. In light of the situation,
there are programs in the county
that deal with hunger and the
hungry. An organization called
FISH (Friends In Service TQ
Humanity) runs a food pank in .
Ellensburg. Annie B. Schuck is
chairman of FISH, and she says
the food bank is to provide
assistance and help to people who
need it. According to Mrs. ·Schuck,
FISH was started seven years ago
by several churches in town and is
dependent on donations from
members of the community. The
food bank issues meal units-one
meal to one person. ·Mrs. Schuck
says this year the bank is .
averaging about 500 meal units a
month, the same as last year.
"The food bank works on a referral
basis. After a person has been
refe~red, the food coordinator
prepares the food box and then
arranges for it to be picked up or
delivered," explained Mrs. Schuck.
Low income people may apply
for food stamps at the Department
of Social and Health Services,
located at 521 E. Mountain View in
Ellensburg. The food stamp
program has undergone some
changes made by Congress., and
according to Sara Ames, a
nutrition program director at
Kittitas County Action Council
(KCAC), the effects are being felt.
One of the biggest changes Ames
pointed out is that a person can no
1onger deduct medical expenses
and for some people this ·has
created an impossible burden.
There's a lady who comes in to
me who has an $18,000 medical
bill. Her husband was disabled in
an accident and cannot work. She
also has four children to feed with
another on the waY' and she gets
the same consideration as a person
with a $10 medical bill when
applying for food stamps," says
Ames. Ms. Ames stated that it is
foolish to undermine a program
designed to support . public nutrition and health by not realizing
good health requires good medical
care.
Jeanie Farr, also a KCAC
wor.ker, who describes herself as a
"food stamp advocate," sees the
changes in the program as a threat
to people on low and fixed
incomes. "The original intention of
the food stamp program was as a
nutritional supplement.
As it
functions now, it fails to meet
nutritional needs, and low income
people feel the government is
deliberately doing them in, because they are powerless and thus,
the first ones to lose," explained
Ms. Farr.
Asked why she considers low
income people powerless, Ms. Farr
responded, "They don't have
money and that's what it takes to
get influence.
.
The next article will explore
accounts of how some of the low
income people live, and see if they
feeltheir voice can be heard in the
political arena.
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Coillinentary a~d Opinion
,Sornething's rotten at Central
~ .by Jody Daigneault ·

---

---·
ev~ry

inch , of the way.
The
system, as I perceive it, is made up
in part of arrogant administrators,
incompetent professors and apathetic students. Granted, people
make up the system, and not all
people contribute to the system.
Many administrators, professors
and students are very professionJust what in hell kind of a
al, positive and constructive, but
university is this anyway?
the system is there and there is no
Now before you write off these way to av~id dealing with it o_n a
comments as jl)st another disgrun- regular basis.
tled radical ranting and raving one . Which brings back the question
last time in print, let me say that of what kind of a university is this?
my experience at Central has been Is it a university that is primarily ·
· completely rewarding. I put a lot dedicated to the proposition that
of time and energy into that students are essentially blank
experience and got even more. out slates or blobs of clay that need to
of it. I did this in spite of the fact be molded into unthinking robots
that I've had to fight "the system" that will survive in the dog-eat-dog
·1-;;;;:.;;;;:.:c.~>=i1==•~;;:;~:;::n=.'J;::.-;;;;:."J,:.:1,
.
I society that surrounds us? Is it a
- !l I university that "creates careers"
for students? Some schools do just.
a'. that, are proud of it, and advertise·
ll · as such. Is this the kind of
university that believes the more
frustration students are made to
face, the less they'll have to face
when they graduate, or at least
will be better prepared for it when
tl the time comes? Or is this a
l teacher factory?
Central Washington University
is now one year old. President
Garrity has completed his first
year here and I have completed
my last. Out of conscience I am
obliged to ask this question before
I go:

al

n

B

u
a:

Don Cleman
925-4175
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after semester. the
ColleJ,!c\ laster· from
Fidelity l 'nion Life has
been the most accepted
most popular plan on
campuses all oYer America.
find out why.
Call the Fidelin· Union
CollegeM aster· ·
Field Associate
in your area:

~·
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Dear Editor:

I
Jutll

After rereading Ken Staley's
editorial, "Students Don't Have
Voice" (April 26) many times, I
found I ~as intimidated enough to
make a public response.
It seems that articles of this
nature are very commonplace in
the CRIE~. but this particular
article really hit home.

....................TiiE . . . . . . . . . .·
b
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Hayakawa is an intelligent man · indicative of a free thinking
and is noted for his deep university.
There is a situation on this
understanding of the concepts of
campus that encompasses and
semantics. That's all well and
good I suppose, but Hayakawa also often engulfs all others. That
knows and has proven that the situation, or more appropriately,
ultimate semantic -lies in a rifle that cancer got bad about the time
barrel and at a gun's butt. God former Central President, James .
help the "free thinking" institution , Brooks, announced his resignation
that invites him to speak on its two years ago, and has thoroughly
infected the body academic. As
behalf.
our national number one enemy
A university, the cornerstone of right now is inflation, the number
education, does not fire its best one enemy at this universjty is low
professors tenured or not, nor morale. President Garrity has
does it tolerate "yes men" politics done nothing to date to reverse
that accompany such activity . . To that momentum. Furthermore, he
do so -is to commit academic can't do it by himself-but he must
suicide.
Kathleen Adams and . initiate, . and · the rest of this?.
Charles Stastny are more than university must help lest we all'
jus1 individuals to be brushed continue to suffer the ·conseSure, I'm impressed and enthus- · aside as the result of unfortunate quences.
iastic that Central is hosting a circumstances. Their loss woUid
The choice is yours. Like theRegional Energy Conference, but cause this univer_sity to di~ a little
when it's over r'bet we'll still see by degrees. Many are beginning repenting alcoholic about to be
the campus water sprinklers to wonder "who's next?" Is, this hung · in the movi,e "Hang Emoperating when it's pouring rain. the price we pay to make examples High," who said, "Heed my
Is it indicative of a free thinking of, as in the case of Stastny, words ... for I'm a poor sinner who
intellectual atmosphere that in- "insubordinates"? Even some has nothing to gain and nothing to
vites one S.I. Hayakawa to speak members of the American Federa- lose..." I too have nothing to gain
for and reflect the values of said tion of 'l'eachers are wondering, "Is and nothing to lose. But this
university at the president's blind obedience required of the school, however, has everything to
inauguration? I hope not. I'm told faculty?" Again, not terribly lose.

Letters to the E.d itor

Y. 'Tear after Year. semester

11

Or do these sound more like the ·
goals of Central? A university
dedicated to the advancement of
free thinking yet critical thinking
intellectuals. A university that
offers encouragement and support
in the promotion of activism of its
students and surrounding community members in the areas
including but ·not limited to
politics, religion, economics,
energy, literature and the arts.
My answer to the aforemention- .
ed questions is that this university ·..
is made up of a combination of all
these situations. This institution
seems to lean rather heavily, .
however, to the negative attributes, and not nearly enough · to
the positive.

.,-:'ft".-:"':'."'!":"~."':"':'".-:-:- •••"':"'!"."f":' ~ "':"'!" ."f":' :"':"l.,.,..~ /'Pf',..... . .
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I think it's time someone stood
up to the BOD, or as I know it, the
BOC. It's easy to criticize elected
officials especially when the chips
are down. But, altogether too
often, reporters accentuate the
negative and delineate the posi-tive.
When I was in student govern..ment (and I sincerely don't believe
things have changed much in a
year), the Board supported,
funded ·and followed through on
many id.e as and projects brought
before them by students and .
faculty alike. They know who th~y
are. I invite you to dig through the
minutes of past BOD meetings and
see for yourself.
The BOD has at its disposal
many assets not commonly fowid
in other college governmental

systems. For instance, it is very
rare for an elected student official
to sit and participate in discussion
with 1) the President's Advisory
Council, 2) the Board of Trustees,
3) the University Budget Committee and many other key "Administrative" meetings.
Central is
extremely fortunate to have a
President,F~cultySenate and other ·
people ·an·d committees who
actively seek student government
ideas, concerns and opinions.
I would be a fool if I were to tell
you that I "represented" the 8,000
students at Central when I was on
the BOC. I was a delegate, voted
by the student body to act in
behalf of them, in their best
interests. And, so it is with any
governmental democratic body.
There is one last p~int I would

like to make and that concerns the
. money paid to t_he BOD members. .
In a nutshell, it's not enough. The
many hours, the time that
otherwise would have been spent
in the. gym,-on the river or at the
Pizza Place, was spent in the ASC
office. At $80 per month, you're
getting a bargain. How many
other people do you know who
would spend days, nights, and
even weekends for about $1 an
hour?
Support the BOD-don't fight
them.

Ken Winslow _
Central Graduate and former BOC
member and Chairperson
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Sneakin·g peekers

Keep the faith
by Don Caughey.
I

According to S.I. Hayakawa, the tr~uble with our society is that 'we "pamper the poor" instead of forcing them to gain the spiritual
strength that comes from struggle. There , is no question that
welfare often perpetrates poverty, but that is dqe to the phobia
against·potential "cheating" which keeps welfare recipients in the
moral position of suspected criminals. Since most Americans
· dislike their jobs, the,y assume that the unemployed are living the
life of Riley, and that they, the workers~ are supporting drones.
Since this is a comfortable ideology, reality has little impact on the
minds of those who spout it. And since our social accounting
system doesn't measure systemic costs, the costs of punishing the !
poor are easily ignored.
;
What is also ignored is the heroic service poor people render tc '
the battles against inflation and the overconsumption of resources.
, At a time when oil barons are demanding windfall profits to look
for new oil, poor people are consuming less without any additional
income incentives. Not only do ~h"'y stay 'Yell within the
President's 7 percent llinit on increased income, but 7 percent of
nothi~ is a lot less than 7 percent of a lot. That means that the
value of each poor person as an inflation fighter is much greater .
than for wealthier citizens, and the poorer the person is, the more .
valiant the service. Consider for example, the welfare mothers
who have instituted regular periods of fasting becaus~ their
allowances cover slightly more than half the bare minimum. It is
hard to avoid getting a lump in your throat when you think of the
spiritual example set by these modern saints. They are the "New
Franciscians."
.
, Some will complain that I am glorifyiug poor people and will
· point to cases where they have lied about income or where some
have received benefits to which they were not entitled. Trµe,
honesty reqtiires me to acknowledge that not every poor person is '
a saint. There are criminals who are .poor, but as a 'class, poor '
criminals are infihitely more helpful to the fight against inflation .
than rich criminals. Recently, the largest bust of welfare fraud in ·
Washington State uncovered $80,000 worth of cheating. The
director of the state poverty agencies has also been charged.with
employing consultants at pay rates which exceed the legal limits
among other indiscretions. Of course, agencies which do not serve ·
the poor can hire consultants at even greater fees and pay salaries
which are far higher than those allowed .poverty workers, but that
is only fair. After all, from those to wnom noth4Jigis given, much is
'. expected, while from those to whom much is gi'v.en we can expect
· nothing. $80,000 is small change to big-time crooks.
· Senator Hayakawa is wrong (again). The p<)or are developing
. spiritual· strength through struggle. What is wrong with our
. country is that we are pampering the rich!· When we raise the
price of gas to cut consumption, we can count on the poor to pitch
in and help. .But rationing, which would force the rich to cut
consumption on an equal basis, would obviously cause too much
suffering for the rich to bare. ·The same is true when we look at
governmental programs. Poverty workers whose contact with the
the poor brings spiritual enrichment will work for ·peanuts, but
don't ask that of legislators or defense contractors. They are not
spiritually prepared to ·join the New Franciscians. As for
~ educators, only time will tell.
·
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Beginning this evening, there and potential transfer students. It
The students will be staying
· should be quite a few unfamiliar is to help those people who are :with hosts throughout the dorms
faces around campus, in classes ' thinking' of coming to Central to i and will be eating in the dining
and iri the various dorms. This is get an idea of what it's like and to halls. They will also attend group
due to the annual Sneak Peak held give them a chance to see an ,orientations on college procedures
on campus for the past two years. advisor.
· such as registration. . The fee for
· .
these students will be only $5 to
The Peek, beaded by Bill
Tweed1! commented that t~e pay for all the meals they will be
Whitmore and Jan Tweedie, both
on the residence hall staff, is . program 1s exce_IIent foi: ~ecrwt- eating on campus.
The recruitment and retention
iesigned · for high school seniors ment and rete~tion and said that
an overwhehmng percentage of ·'committee has picked up the tab
the stude?ts who attend the Sneek for all, supplies needed in putting
Peek decide to come to Central. - together the Peek and Tweedie
Brochures were sent out to and Whitmore have worked long
every high school and community hard hours on getting the program
college in the state and students together. They both commented,
attending will be on a first come, however, that they have received
·Craftsmen from throughout the first serve basis.
Tweedie a large amount of cooperation from
\ staie rendezvoused to "sell their explained that there is a limit of .people and have really appreciat6f
wares" and to "have a good time" 100 students for the Peek.
_ . Itheir help.
during Central's spring warefare
held May 9-11, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. d~ily
in the SUB pit. In addition to
those who follow such shows
across the Northwest, participants
for handicapped students · don't
included clubs from Central's own
continued from page I
always see things from a .hancU·
campus (remember MECHA and
come and get information or help capped person's point of view and
their "tacos sambrosos").
· : what starts with good intentions
This year's spring warefare 'with a problem." she said.
consisted of pottery, pillows, food ' ° Carpenter, committee member, : doesn:t always end up that way..
stands, stained glass, posters, said 'she- felt· the advisory · This is where the advisory
jewelry, etc, The festivities also committee was providing an ·committee's function comes in, ancl
• included Polynesian dancers and important function. "We don't get they en~urage people to. come -to
.
·fo~ singers who performed in the together just to complain. We do ithem.
"They can help but we. have to
SUB pit.while prospective buyers · things," she said. .
She also mentioned that a lot of : speak .for ourselves. to get the
niilled through the merchandise.
Comments from students were, times the people making decisions ~gh~ th:~~.~0!'!!" _q_~~t~ said.
"It's pretty excitiiig," "There's a
.
'
lot of neat stuff here," "It's too
expensive," "I ~·t find .anything
for Mom," and "Oh, it's the same
'ole stuff, kinda boring."
The consensus from sellers was
that sales are down this spring.
"Naturally, we aren't selling as
much now as during Christmas
time," said Sherry McNamara who
creates soft toys, rainbow pillows
and stuffed animals. . "Mothers
v~·
Day doesn't seem to be a big
selling factor."
.
Generally, merchants sounded
positive and most will be back ·
again next Christmas. "This is a
, nice place to be," said Margaret
INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
Schwaberow who d~played a mini
.• wood shop upstairs in the SUB.
603 Nofth Main
925-5539
"The kids are nice. The bonus to ...
doing this is the people we meet."

Wares
· fare well
1

FOREIGN ·CAR REPAIRS
.AND ,PARTS ·

Parking citations result
from student negligence
by Ted Anderson

Students attending Central,
who have had the unpleasant
experience of finding · a green
parking citation attached to their
cars, know , the cost of their
negligence.
The cost can run anywhere from
$2 for parking in a . faculty /staff
area -to $10 for parking in a fire
lane.
In the course of an average day,
Campus Police Officers will issue
55 tickets to violators of parking
regulations on Central's campus.
Contrary to many students'
, •opinions, the Campus Police
· , Department says they have no
incentive for giving out these
tickets other· than enforci!lg
permit regulations. None of the
money collected goes to either
Central or Central's Security
·Department. This money ·goe~
·~stead to the, S~ate Quarterly
Fund. · The money for parking
permits, however, pays to maintain and grade our parking lots
'during quarterly breaks.
The places most likely to be
cited include handicapped parking
spots, the library parking 1.2.t
loaa/unload zones, :arid serviCe
drives on campus. If it becomes
necessary to . drive on the malls,
-students may call Oentral's S~cu
·rity Headqua~rs located at ,~
west end of the "B" (SUB) parking .
lot, and ask for a permit. If you
find that the office is closed, just
call the Campus Operator. They ·
""'.
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will contact any officer on duty,
who will then give you verbal
permission to drive in the
restricted area.
. Saving yourself time and money
is as simple as_ knowing and

:'--Jl.-.~~7"· .-~.1"

Handicapped services

following Central's ·traffic regulations. A copy of Central's traffic
regulations pamphlet, "Rules for
Cars and Motorcylces," can be _
obtained at Security Department
Headquarters.

The •Homestead
Tavern
(formerly the Cornerstone)

'New Owners! New happy,
homey atmosphere!

Students! Make your
"home away from home"
at

FOUR SEASONS
116 E. 4th Ella~mg
92.5-:9134'

Waffle Trainer
(

"The Standard" when it comes to
training shoes for distance runners
& joggers. Blue nylon uppers with
all the well-known features:

*Spenco inner soles
*Arch Supports
*Padded heel horn
*Extended he_e l counter

The Hoinestead
. 301 N. Pearl

Reg $29.95

May Special

•2695
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Researchers have whale of ati1ne
by Sarah Watson

has depended primarily on the
killer whale buttons and T-shirts
Killer whales (Orcinus ·orca) are _put out by the Society.
currently being researched by a - The 1977 study dealt mainly
group called the Moclips Ceto- with photographing individual
logical Society, a non-profit organ- whales to prove · that they . are
ization which works out of · San ident~ble by distinctive saddle
marks located behind · the main
Juan Island in Washington.
In 1977, the group published dorsal fin, as well as nicks, scars,
information on their Orea Survey and fm shapes. The Society has
in Padfic Search Magaziae.'. The over 4,000 photodocuments of
article dealt with identification of separate whales and different pods
(family units) which frequent the
approxim~tely 80 killer whale
species in Puget Sound waters. Sound lirea.
Many volunteer bioloiists from all
Currently, the Society is compiover the United States worked · ling all the information it _has
with Moclips' founder, Kenneth collected over the past few years,
Balcomb, to gather data. on the along with the photographic data,
whales. There is also available a in hopes that it may obtain funding
toll-free whale hotline which for more specific studies on the
provides I a great deal Of Whale mammals.
The Society has
sighting information from the collected interesting data on
public.
"talking" amongst the whales
In the past, Orea whale studies using a hydrophonic system set up
have been funded by the U.S. in the Haro Strait along the wes1
National Marine Fisheries Service, side of San Juan Island where th•
but recently the financial support Society's house is located. The·

Crazy Days Special!

Light
. &

;

LiVely
Sandals

reg.

•7~ 9 ·

system is very efficient at picking
up whale chattering over a great
distance. The volunteer group
depends on this instrume,n t as well
as whale sighting· tips from the
public to track down the different
pods. When a tip comes in, the
volunteers travel out to the
sighting location in boats to record
and observe the whales.
Rich Osburne, a researcher with
the group, said that as a general
rule, the whales have become very
accustomed to human activities on
the Sound and are usually
oblivious to the research boats
which often come within reaching
distance. Contrary to past tales
and legends, the whales are very
peaceful and sociable with mankind as well as with each other.
They usually breed within their
own pods and are very protective
of their mates and young. A lot of

.body contact during sleeping
pei-ioos and traveliiig has ·been
observed by the group. Salmon is
the whales' main diet, but an
occasional dolphin or po~poise is
eaten.
, The pOds, which usually travel
within several miles of each other
(they often join together for .
· periods of time), seem to follow the
salmon runs, but no concrete proof
has been established showing
distinct movement patterns of the
whales. The Society also hasn't
determined the whale diet during
off-season salmon months. These
are just two more areas where the
Society would like to conduct more ·
· in-depth research.
All in all, the Moclips Cetological
Society has gathered considerable
positive information in behalf of
the killer whale population.
Currently, a museum is being

•

.

report of Al Scully, advertising
coordinator for McCann Erickson
In an attempt · to film people representing Coke in this advenbeing just people, Coca-cola is ture.
·
shooting Central students in the
The idea of shooting on the
starring roles of their latest Central campus developed from
commercial.
· Scully on a recent drive through
The commercial started last· our illustrious state. He noticed
week and is being carried through the cross section of the different
to this week and will last as long as areas. Scully commented that we
the funds hold· out. This was the had deserts, mountains, oceans ...
by Rick Bert

Need
A Picture?

·. May 18 & 19 only

Take five.
That's right, for just $5.00 you
can get that special picture of you,
a friend, your art work, or a
portfolio professionally done ..
Simple, because all you do is pay ·
for film and processing and the pro
photographer is yours to direct,
for just $5.00.
20-Eaposure
Kodacolor Film

DEVELOPING

and PRINTING.
'"' 111ctf : •. 110 S11t·

Mundy's Shoe Store
Downtown

More information . dealing with ·
the Society's work with · killer
whales, and on acquiring the
buttons or T-shirts can be obtained
by contacting Sarah Watson at
963-2093 or by writing Orea
Survey, Friday Harbor, San Juan
Island, Wa. 98250.

co k e-s~oots for stars

'629

Flexible, ·comfortable, durable,
anywhere or anytime. Soft soles
and arches that feel terrific on
your feet, and make walking
on air seem second best.

developed in Friday Harbor which
will display whale skeletons,
photographs, and the history of
Indian whaling, ·along with other
whale-oriented information. The
Society hopes to have it ·open to
the ·public in June · of '79• . The
members hope to continue their ..
·s tudies, contributing to man's
growing knowledge of the killer
whale species as well as providing
valuable information to ecological
and environmental studies cur·
rently . being done in the Puget
Sound area.
·

r.;..-_ _

$2 .99~r.

open late Fri. evenings ·

"the scenes are pretty and the
people are handsome."
The Coke crew contains thirteen
technicjans and some of the top
camera men in the business. Mike
Murphy shoots for Coke and is one
of the highest paid camera men in
the United States. Murphy seems
to be having as much fun as the
people he· is shooting, but at the
same time is · earning exorbitant
fees.
Coke is trying to catch students
doing what comes naturally by
filming them at a wide range of
activittes. · They join in on a river
float, set up a beauty contest, film
a blow-out of the jazz choir, _get
some shots of intramural softball,
pick up some frames of the fast
pace of the track and baseball
teams, along . with shots of
students just having fun.
Naturally, ·an of the scenes are
shot with the presence of lots of
Coke which is sprayed with watei·
to give the illusion of a cool frosty,
refreshing drink. You can bet.the
sale of Coke went up on campus as
most are drinking in hopes of
becoming the next star of a big
name commercial.
N~t only is the promise of
instant stardom on the minds of
everyone, but also the thought of
the financial .reward that will be
given if any of this material makes
the silver screen. Winners of the
beauty contest also got an added
reward of receiving big money for
their goose bumps brought on by
~he usual Ellensburg wind.
Central ha·s found out things go
':letter with Cok~ especially when.
the thing is a camera aimed in your
direction.

MARKET
SAVES

MONEY

YOU

~ar S Hot Dogs, 12 oz. Pak.

89~ .

.3 /'l 00
Red & Golden Delicious Apples 3 lhs./*1° 0
Jeno's Frozen Pizzas, 3 Kinds BB' each

Freshie Hot D()g Buns

8 Pak.

----------------,
Prairie Market
Free Buyers Pass
Warehouse Direct Pricing

Good Thru May 17 - 26
L - - - - •CLIP 'N SAVE • - - - -
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Elwyn Odell

Prof remembers the \NOY it \NOS
occurred on other campuses across
. the country. I can remember only
one demonstration · against the Some faculty
Viet Nam war~
·· member~ and students marched
down Main · Street to the court
· house ·and they were · pelted with
eggs and tomatoes.'' ·
Oden· sits forward in his chair,
his mellow vo.ice becomes more
antimated as he continues. J'The
exciting thing for. 'me' were the
yearly Sy~posiums.
I was ·
co-chairman of · these three-day
events: It was a year-rmmd tas~.
making · arrangements for speak. ers and making out a budget for it.
We invited speakers; · we had
Margeret Mead; the noted_ anthro.Pologist and Stokely Carmichael,
for example.
It was like an .
intellectual orgy! Classes were
dismissed and·excitement ran very ,
high.''
"I resigned as ~hairman of the
Symposium in '67 and became
interested in other things. I've
been working with the committee

by Faith Wentz
Central's campus in the fall of
1941, consisted of six buildings

clustered at the corner of 8th and
"D.'" · These buildings included
Barge Hall, Shaw-Smyser~ which
housed the · library; the music
~ department in ·Edison, McConnell
auditorium, liebeler and a gym,
tennis courts on land now occupied
by the SUB, Commons, · and·
'~ Bouillon. Football players scrimmaging where Black Hall now
stands.
This ·is what Dr. Elwyn OdeU,
~r. professor of political science, saw ·
on his arrival in tllensburg.
Except for a period of three years
spent in the Pacific as a part of the
United States Navy.during WWil,
Odell has taught students . at
Central.
"Each decade has had its own
issues. The personality· of the
student body has changed with the
times and I have the projects that
have sustained my interest and
excitement through the years," he
said.
"When I .began teaching in the and get out. They didn't want any most part, though, students in the
~ fall of 1941, it was a different
BS from us. FortunatE;lly I was a fifties were not much interested in
politics. A large number of them
world. It was the late depression; vet~ran_ so I understood them."
DispJaying a characteristic pol- were Gis, so I can · understand
we were not yet involved in the
- wa:r. In fact, most people didn't iteness, Odell asks permission to that."
Leaning back in his chair and
~' think we would ever get into it.
smoke and continues, "The .fifties
And then, Pearl harbor occurred brought with them the McCarthy continuing his reminiscing, he
era. The targets of McCarthyism said, the conservatism of the 50's
in December of that year."
Musing about the past, he said, "I included .colleges and universities began to evolve into the radicalism
' !\ can't recreate the mood of the
as well as the military, the state · with the civil rights movement.
students, but at the time, they department and the Church. The Kennedy's support of the ~()ve
were non-idealogical, no radical- Methodist church, for example, merit and the Supreme Court's
is~, rather quiet.
It was a was under fire because a lot of the decision in the Brown · case . in
comfortable, easy-going way of clergy believed in social services . . Topeka he}ped, but it wasn't ·until ··
life. After Pearl Harbor they were "I .·. had some peculiar personal the 60's that things began to shift ·
excited and seared. There was no experiences.during that era; I was . and catch fire and viole.nce
occurred. · But the fear ' of
~~ mass exodus of students going off tl~e only . faculty member at the
· to war.
Students who were time involved in politics. I was in communiSm hadn't died. : rn:· ·s2,
eighteen had already registered the .Democratic party and that · · Gus Hall, .the secretary general·of
for the draft, which had gone into association with the party appar- the Communist ·p arty in the U.S .•
" effect in '40. I left for the Navy in · entlysymbolized a connection with was invited to speak at Central. · ·
~ March of '43.'' . ·Smilirig he added, - the left~wing. Numerous times As the news . got out into the
"I understand that during the war, . Students · would come to me ·and . newspapers, all hell broke lo0se.
there were two men and several .·· 8ay,: 'I heard you're a socialist or a The members of the State
communist.' " ·
hundred women on campus.''
Legislature were going to" ooin~
"On one. <>ccasioii, in the same over here and see what was going
"Attendance picked up after the
war, but the character of . the week, someone came to ·me with · on. His speech at the University of student body was radically dif- ~that statement and a few days Washington was cancelled, also.· ·
''V. ferent. The Gls were returning, . later, the student body president
The only place he was allowed to
many of the students were said to me, 'I hear you're an FBI speak in.. the Northwest was th~ .
married with young children. . ·agent trying to find communists on University of Oregon.
They were more mature and · the faculty.'' He added with a
"During the sixties, there .was a
serious; cynical, maybe. They chuckle, "I gu~ss they couldn't minimum of protesting, when
were here to get an education make up their minds. For the
compared , with the riots that

ft'
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Alternative lifestyles studied
{\

,,

-

Can standard sociological methods be used to study alt crnative
lifestyles within a culture? . Should they?
Dr. Arturo Biblarz from Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma,
will address the question at Central Washington University's
sociology colloquium Thur~day afternoon.
"Alternative Sociology for Alternative Lifestyles: A Critique of
Studies of Swinging," is the title chosen'by Biblarz for th.e 3 p.m.
discussion on May 17_in CWU's Instructional Building, room 401.
The public is invited to participate.

-

un the Studies of Aging, studying
the·needs of older people. We now
have an interdepartmental major
to ·offer students in this field."
Turning around in his:thair, he
looks · out the window of his
fourth-floor office in the Psychology building. "Things have
changed in many ways siric.e my
arrival, the college has .changed
names a couple of times, it's grown
in size and enrollment..· ·, It may
have something to do w:ith the
size. but I think we'v" lost
something. Central is no longer a
single community. We have
become fragmented and I thjpk it's
sad~" ·
·
..
Asked about the newer : buildings on the north end · · of the
campus, he smiles wryly. Waving
his arms in the direction of the
Library and the L & L, he says,
"Those two buildings look like two
battleships with turrets ready to
start firing at each other. And the
Instructional building needs a lot
of ivy!"

Only
199s
.~

Advice From Your Nuts .
Keep_May 19th open for our firs~· ·
·annual Music Nut' Bash
Frisbee Contest worth of mate_rials

· 5.109

. ·R aff le for complete . waterbed

For more information .i nquire ai _·.
. . ~.\'S\C J111,_
E
h
~"',/:J!ftt"' 718 ast 8t
"'~
;•
Ellensburg
4'....
/;:
~~.~
~01110~
925 • NUTS .
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WHITE DENIM IS HERE
in jeans from

BRITTAN/A & BEARBOTTOMS
match them up with

~'t\\AGE;ob'.

.+

0
TACO
8 .
RESTAURANT

KENNINGTON Short Sleeve Tops

Friday night: ·.
·
.
jazz
Sat~rday night
/
·
Sheri Nickell
Music at 7
No Cover

GREAt SELECTION
AT

,~ .r-, "c· ~· '<

BERRY~S .

iPersonalized Charge
DOWNTOWN
& Bankcards ·Welcome

·Mon. to Sat.
9:30 to 5:30
Fridays until 9:00
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Civil War epic staged
John Brown's body ' lies a 1
mouldering in the grave, but his
soul goes marching on.
·
Nineteen cast members,· under
the direction of Dr. Milo Smith,
bring a part of John Brown's soul
and spirit to.Central's campus with
their int,erperative production of
"John Brown's Body." .
The Civil war epic which was
written by Stephen Vincent Benet,
opened Wednesday and runs
through Saturday with curtain
time scheduled for 8 p.m.
John Brown, an American
abolitionist, conceived a hatred of
slavery. In 1834;Brown planned a .
school for blacks, hoping to bring
about emancipation through education
•
In the ten years that followed,
the idea that force was the ·
necessary and justu18ble means of
accomplishing emancipation developed in Brown's ~d.

. LINCOLN-~ Reinert&en portrays Ahralwn Lincoln bi Stephen
:Vineent Benet's "John Brown's Body." The inter.retive
· perfonnanee will appear on ·stage at 8 p.m. in MeConneD Auditorium
i ~ugh Satur~I.~JPhoto hy ~!~ -~.)
.

In 1855, Brown joined five ·of his
sons in a move to fight slavery in ·
the state of Kansas. After the ·
· massacre of five proslavery .
opponents in Kansas, Browa
became a fugitive. In 1858 Brown ·
again returned to Kansas and was.
' instrumental in a raid that freed 11 '

slaves.
1859 was to be the last year of
Brown's life. On October 16,. 1859,
Brown, along with 19 followers,
five of whom were black, attacked
and captured the U.S. arsenal at
Harper's Ferry.
Two days later, Brown and the
few men that were left in his
raiding party were captured by
the Southern forces under the
command of Robert E. Lee.
Brown was wounded.
Brown was tried and convicted
on a number of charges including
treason and murder. December 2,
1859 Brown was hanged in
Charlestown, Virgina.
B
h
bee
d
'bl
rown as
n an poss1 y
always will be a topic of
controversy.
To many, he is
thought of as a saint and hero, .
while others call him a martyr. ;
Some writers have gone as far as
calling Brown a criminal. Which
ever pronoun you . choose to
describe John Brown, his disap- ·
proval of slavery and his bitter ,
attacks, not only caused hard
feelings between the North and ·
south, but probably hastened the.
start of the Civil War.
"John Brown's BOdy" is told
from the viewpoint of a union

solider, Jack Ellyat [Chris Rienert·
sen] and a confederate soldier.
Clay Wingate [Doug Carver]. Bits
and pieces of each soldier's Iile is
spread throughout the play including the introduction of the
heroines, Melora Vilas from the
North and Sally Dupre from the
South.
The drama unfolds without
scenery or props, relying on the
strength of the literature and the
speaking voices to carry the
images, Director Smith said.
In addition to individual charac.ters, a chorus of 13 people act both
as storytellers and sound effects,
supplying continuity between far•
'flung eharaCters and events, he
noted.
Central freshman Mike Oertli,
heads the cast with dual roles as
the Narrator and John Brown.
Other cast members include:
Norman
Guthmiller, Seott
Carlisle, Jan Johnson, Chris
Hien~, Doug Carver, Ken
Kron, Chris Comte, Mark Johnsen,
Brian Thompson, Chaek Aber·
nathy, Mary Zaabrmuaen, Peay
Roberteon, Kaadi Barker, Lori
Stewart, l'eliee Green, Sarah
Thompeon and Marioa Man.

Bus .depot decision delayed
by Steve WeBllUlll

"Our business is
going places"

434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

Plans to move the greyhound
bus terminal are apparently in a
holding pattern at present while
the city council considers a rewrite
of the city zoning ordinance.
Jerry Williams, owner.of Jerrols '
Bookstore, the proposed sight for :
the relocation, says that everyone ·
is waiting on the city council to ·
finish the re\vriting process so the ·
people involved can know which :
way to go in the controversial :
issue.
According to Williams,
the
ordinance was "so badly written
that it could be interpreted either ·
way."
"Arguments could be made for ·
either side," said Williams, "de- ·

. I

,

Mrs. Rinehart indicated that at'.
pending on how you wanted to ·
ii)terpret things. In the fall when ·the last meeting, at least two
the issue arose, there were groups people who had seen the new
on both sides. ArgumentS have definitions indicated that they\
been purely subjective," he said, would not be able to support them.'.
"and there has been no objectivity . She said that becaust! of this."
involved."
there may still be a "hassle" in the·
Irene Rinehart, member of the · works. "The problem," she said,·
city council, said the rewriting of "is to define the terms involved as .
the definitions in the ordinance accurately as possible, for they are:
which effect the greyhound move highly technical.'! "'
is still taking place. Mrs. Ririehart
But even if the new definitions.
is on the ..opposite side of the · (wha~ ever form they take when .
fence" from Williams on this issue. approved) favor a move of the bus:
She said she was hot able to depot to .J errols site, which>
niake a detailed comment on the' Williams sought to do last fall, he
new defmitions which were drawn now is not sure if he would make ·
up by the Planning Commission, such a move.
'
because she has not yet seen them. · According to him, there are too
The new definitions, which · are many variables now.
"If gas
meant to define which zones in rationing takes· effect," Williams
Ellensburg are · meant to include said, "use ofpublic transportation
public transportation such ~s would increase and the facilities at
Greyhound, are not necessarily J errols might not be able to handle
th~ definitions which will be
the increased usage of the buses.'"
adopted by the counciJ. In its next
Willfallls said that they will wait
meeting on May 21, the council will for the council's ruling to make
review ~he proposed definitions.
their final decisfon whether or not

"COME ..ON!"

,c:, GOING C~~Zy

WITH CRAZY PRICES & CRAZY

GRCC reps
will be here

SALES

FREE belt
· with every jean purchased
·1 5%
15%
25%
25%
40%

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF'
OFF ,
1

May 21
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

All Swimsuits .

SUB

All 1928 Jewelry

to meet ·withall

Dresses & Skirts

GRCC students

Dress & Casu·a I Pants

Stop By

All Jean Jumpsuits

and tell us how its going
3

re

(Reception following - Contact our rep. for info)

·1',.

.
·miss t •.
5th & Pearl .:

1888 ·Building

12401 S.E. 320th St.
A.UBURN, WA 98002
833-9111, 464-6133
A Quality

Expe~en~

924-0180

.

to make such a move.· That
assumes, of c:Ourse, that the new
zoning ordinance definitions permit it.
But now, groups on both sides of
the issue are merely waiting for
the final decision of the City
Council.
While Rinehart and Williams
may be on opposite sides of the
issue, both will have to wait before
th~y can make a move in any
direction. And, as Mrs. Rinehart
stated, it is "very important to.get
this straighte~ed out."
...

Singing
students
•
swing
Twenty student entertainers
will be singing and swinging in
~ntral's Hertz Hall this weekend,
as the Central Swingers present
their spring show.
Following their recent three-day
tour through southeastern Washington, the Swingers will display
their talent at home on May 18 and
19, beginning at 8 p.m.
"Singing and Swinging" aptly
describes ·their style. All Central
Swingers~-.the university a cappella choir with a largely classical
repertoire, directed by Central
music Professor Gordon Leavitt.
This year's program is called
"Shades of Blue . . . and Mercer,
Too." Everything from song lyrics
to costumes reflects the blue
mood, and Johnny Mercer's songs
round out the bill of fare.
The . Friday and Saturday1
evening shows are ~ee of charge.~

•
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Sports
•

:cat~ Sweep sprints
Toby Suhm, as the Central runner
swept the 5,000 and 10,000 meter
jaunts with times of 25:21.4 and
33:12.42. Hart won the 400 with
"Eastern will not dominate the an excellent time of 48.5. ·
With a winning toss of 190' 5"
• spri:pts this year." Those were the
words of Central track coach, Mike Siegworth nailed down a
Spike Arlt, two weeks ago, and ,blue ribbon in the javelin. Gregg
last weekend at the District I · Arlt, nephew of the coach, brought
~track meet ·a lot of truth was
home two second-places, in the
shown to what Arlt had predicted. h~gh jump, (6' 3"), and the triple
The Cats placed nine men in the jump, (47' 6").
100 and 200 meters, with speedEastern's Vic White, probably
f~ter John Willis winning both
the best athlete in the meet,
events. Willis' times were 11.06 cap.t ured three events as he won
and 22.5 respectively.
the high jump (6' 7"), triple jump
The other Cats to. place were (52' 0"), and the long jump, (25' 5").
1
Andy Sharpe and Halle August 3-4
Darrel Charles finished sixth for
·. in the 100 and Tim Hart, August, Central in the triple jump and
Sharpe 4-5-6 in the 200.
Randy Campbell came through
The surprise of the meet was with a personal best in the same
8
by Mike Schellhorn

event to take fifth.
Kyle Peer finished second in the
400 intermediate hurdles with a
time 54.2 and third in the 110 H.H.
coming in at 15.7. Jack McMaster
was sixth in the 400 I.H. with a
time of 56.0.
Other Wildcats to place in the
meet were Jon Smith in the shot,
Scott Drummond in the hammer
throw (5), and Central's mile relay
team of Greg Colbo, Peer, Brian
Hottle and Hart, finishing second
with a time of 3.25.
Mark Brown and John Freeburg
participated in the meet but used
it only as a tune-up for Nationals,
to be hdd May 17-19 at Abilene,
Texas.
Time Hart and John Willis may
also be making the trip to Texas.

Moundsri;len melt in Idaho
by Mike Schellhorn
•

As has happened the many
years before, Central's surprising .
baseball season was ended at the
hands of the Lewis-Clark War~iors, this time last weekend in
Lewiston, Idaho.
The two-game sweep gave L-C
yet another District I title and
1fdvanced the 18th ranked Warriors to the NAIA Regionals in Los
Angeles.
Home runs were · the keys to
(.Voth· ballgames as the home team
pounded out five in the doubleheader, winning 6-1 and 12-0.
Central had given up only four
~ound trippers all year prior to
their ' season enders.
,
In the opener, the Cat s fell
behind quickly as they trailed, 4-0
fter one inning of action. A home
run by Dave Blume was the big
blow.
The score st ayed t he same until
i.\

the sixth inning when Uentr~l 12-0.
scored their only run of the
The Warriors ate up everything
afternoon. Mike Beeson led off served by the Cat moundsmen by
with a double and was sacrificed delivering three home runs. The
by Jeff Dilley to third and was only inning Central shut out the
plated on another sacrifice fly by WarriOrs was th~ first inning as
Robbie Taylor.
-L-C put a host of numbers on the
The Warriors came back in the board every inning .after that.
bottom of the sixth with another
Central players to get hits in the
f~ur-bagger by BluIJle. L-C added final game this season were
one more in the seventh and went Robbie Tayl~r with three; Mike
Beeson, Jeff Dilley and Mark
M to record a 6-1 win. The f~w
Wildcats to get hits in the opener Swafford with a hit each. L-C had
were Mike Beeson and Gary- Cox 22 hits for the whole day compared
·
with two _each; Bernie Brand ar;id to Central's 11.
Mark Swafford with one each.
The Cats did surprise many
In the nightcap Central's pitch- observers though under first-year
ing could not contain tpe hard Coach Lee Day as they finished the
hitting power of the Warriors as year with a 23-14-1 mark after
the Cats used four different suffering through a losing effort
pitchers unsuccessfully, losing last year.

Women's tennis

Webster to Nationals

~·········· ·············~
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~pponents

by Mike Schellhorn

!' Schillinger.f
.

'

'

: do1ninates :

''
:'

'
'''
'
Schillinger

Once again Karen
~roke her one school record,
pulling off a very surprising
victory at the Northwest Women's
Track Championships in Eugene,
<pregon last weekend.
Schillinger finished with 3,870
points in th~ pentathalon. She
threw -the shot 31'8 1/z"; high
·ump~d 5'4", had a time of 15.7 in
the 100 meter hurdles, and ran the
800 meters in 2.24.51.
Ten ~econds kept Central'~
Carmen Aguirre from qualifying
for Nationals in two events as she
shattered two of her Qwn school
records. Aguirre ran' the 3,000
meters in 10.02.7 and the 5,000 in
17.30.4 in an outstanding display of
ability by the long distance star.
· The Cats' two-mile relay team of
Sheri'Calkins, Cheryle Carpenter,
Laura Meyers and Kitty Teller
broke their school record with a
time of 9.32.4~ stomping the old
mark by nearly 20. seconds.
• ; Cindy Pottle finished second in
the discus with a toss of 158'6.,,,
aualifying her for the Nationals to
be held May 16-19 at East Lansing,
.·1Mi
, ch'1gan.

Pam Webster has joined a small
list of other Ce~tral athletes by
qualifying for Nationals; for her, in
tennis.
Webster won the number three
singles title last weekend at the
Northwest Small College Regional
Tennis Tournament held at Whitman C«!_.llege.
Webster defeated her first two

in straight sets and
then defeated Michelle Prince of
UPS, 3-6, 6-2, 6-3 to advance to the
Nationals.
~ Jane A.ndreotti ·' won her first
match before being eliminated,
and the doubles teams of Anne
Lister and Jill Frey; Barb Bauer
and Holly Burns both had good
showings in their final matches of
the year. Both these teams
opened up with victories before
being defeated in the.second round
of play.

TEAMS OF THE WEEK
A LEAGUE

BLEAGUE

Bat-n-Ba118

Blue Darters

DLEAGUE

XLEAGUE
Ground Rogers

LLEAGUE

Finest in the Field

Y LEAGUE

Tuff Tigers

Rodeo City Horndogs

\\'LEAGUE
Jammer

ZLEAGUE
· Almonty Bad News Ducks

CLEAGUE
No Names

JAiCK SIKMA-will have to be at the ~p of his shooting ability
~orlSeattle to win tonight's g~e against Phoenix. After a di~t..Oui
showing in the'.last Kingd~me affair with th·~ Suns, Sikma
improved well enough_to send the series to the fin8'. .
·
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Johnson's Auto Glass
Auto Glass and Upholstery
Roof Vents and
Pick-up Duo Vents Installed..
Richard S. Calkins
• Phone 925-3777
• 1111M1tllll!Hf!lll
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;

j

413 N. Main Street
Ellensburg
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Forni Fresh Grade·A
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15th 925-1821
Located just 8 blocks west . ' .
of Nicholson Pavilion · ·
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Crier prediction

SonicS sink Suns in West
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With Seattle's clutch one-point
victory in the land of the Suns last
Sunday, the mQmentum will turn
sufficiently enough in favor of the
Sonics to take the Phoenix club
tonight.
' Although Seattle lost in their
last home appearance to Phoenix,
Jack Sikma has come back into
form enough to turn the homecourt advantage into reality. But
turnovers, which have plagued the
.

defending Western
division
champs in this series will have to
be omitted from their game plan,
especially from the play of forward
John Johnson.
With the Sonics' win tonight,
Seattle will be gearing up for an
offensive-oriented series against
the San Antonio Spurs in
determining the World Champions.
Tonight's deciding contest will
be on - channel 7 at- 8:30 p.m.
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A SKYHIGH

AIRPLANE-Dennis Johnson (24) xoes up for a lay up over Phoenix's
Bayard Forrest, while Sonic Lonnie Shelton (8) and Suns' Don Buse eve the hoop. DJ
was nicknamed "Airplane" in college for his strong jumping ability.

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

TohySuhm
Toby Suhm was named this week's Miller-Player of the Week
after posting victories in the 5,000 and 10,000 meter runs at last
weekend's NAIA District I meet at Cheney.
Suhm's pair of victories helped the Wildcats to a se.cond place
district finish with 138 points. Eastern WashiDgton won the
competition with 266 points.
Two years ago S~ earned All-American cross-country
classification by placing 13th at Nationals. Since then, however, he
has been slowed by a groin injury. He sat out last track season,
and also missed the 1978 cross-country campaign.
Judging from last weekend's performance, it appears Suhm is
once again competing near full strength .
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DOWNTOWN INTOWN FOR TWO-Fred Brown (32) pops a shot
over Phoenix backup center Bayard Forrest. Freddy will be
looking for the open shot in tonight's deciding game.
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PEOPLE FOR PEOPLE

CAMPUS AAUP VOTES TO
CONTINUE SCHOLARSHIP
PROJECT

People for People is a non-profit
- organizatfon concerned with revoking Executive Order, Title 28
Mail ballots turned in by the
Judicial Administration, Federal Central Chapter of the American
Register Volume VII, No. 33. This Association of University Prois concerning the relocation of fessors favor the continuation of
Japanese Americans in World War the scholarship project established
II.
last year. AA UP president, Victor
After the war, President Marx, is pleased by the unanimous
lt Roosevelt and most other officials vote in favor of the scholarship
realized that they had made a project.· A full tuition scholarship
mistake. They apologized but did will be awarded to the daughter or
not revoke the Executive Order. son of a Central faculty or staff
•
We have a letter which we are member. The terms of the award
asking American citizens to read were announced in the Weekly
and sign if they feel so inclined. If Bulletin on April 20.
you would like a copy, contact Mrs.
.a Sands in the anthropology de1979-8() FINANCIAL AID
partment or Brenda Fortner at
APPLICATIONS
925-1170 after 5 p.m., or you may
call Chris Jones after 6 p.m. at
Applications for fi~ancial aid for
• 963-2869. There will be a petition
signing sheet in the SUB informa- 1979-80 are still available in the
Office of Financial Aid, Barge Hall,
tion booth.
·
room 209. Students applying for
financial aid at Central for 1979-80
EXIT INTERVIEW
must complete the confidential
INFORMATION
statement and the Central applicaDeadline date for
. If this is your last quarter at tion form.
'I Central and you have received a submission was March 1. LATE
National Direct Student Loan, you APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACmust make an appointment for an CEPTED, but a warqs to late
exit interview. Call the Office of applicants will depend solely on
' Student ·Accounts, 963-3546, or go availability of funds after awards
to the second floor of Mitchell Hall. have been made to "on time"
The office is located near the applicants. Undergraduate stu• Cas~ier's Office in the accounting dents are, also, required to apply
for Basic Educational Opportunity
section.
Grants.
·
CREATEA BROWN BAG

*

·•

FINANCIAL AID
AWARDS LATE

Due to recent regulation
.changes by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,
Office of Education; financial aid
awards for the 1979-80 academic
year will be delayed until on . or
about June 15.
Nearly all
applicants who had completed
. financial aid applications on file on
or before the March 1 deadline
have had their applications reviewed and have been sent a
pre-notice of what their determined financial need is for the
1979-80 school year.
As soon as funds are received
and the recent changes rev!ewed,
final award letters will be mailed
to applicants' permanent addresses as shown on the application.
Applicants are reminded that · if
their address has changed, they
must notify the Office of Financial
Aid. Undergradu~te applicants
are reminded that no award for
financial aid can be made until
they have turned in their Basic
Education Opportunity Grant
(BEOG) Student Eligibility Report
(SER) to the Office of Financial
. Aid, whether it shows eligible or ·
ineligible. The SER is a three-part
red and white form mailed directly
from Iowa City, Iowa, to the
student. The student has the
responsibility of submitting it to
the Office of Financial Aid.
Late applicants h~ve been
' SCHOLARSHIP ASSEMBLY
notified that their applications
were received after the March 1
The Annual Scholarship and ·deadline. Late applications will
Award Assembly sponsored by - be reviewed, notmea wnat tne1r
the Office of Financial Aid will be determined need is, and will be
on May 22 in the Grupe awarded aid in July or August,
Conference Center b.etween 4 and · depending · on availability of
financial aid funds.
5 p.m.

JEWISH STUDENT CLUB
We are organizing e:i Jewish
Student Club on campus.
Meetings will be open to anyonestudent, faculty, staff or from
town . .The first meeting is May 24,
7 p.m. in the Swauk Room of the
SUB.
For additional information, call
· Kevin Malin at, 963-3323.
FIDELITY BANK
SCHOLARSHIPS
The deadline for submitting
applications for the Fidelity Bank
Scholarships is May 25.
For
eligibility requirements and application information, contact the
Office of Financial Aid, Barge Hall,
room 209.

CORRESPONDENTS .
We would appreciate it if you
would publish our names in your
paper for correspondence.
Thanking you in advance for
your kind attention and consideration of request.
Bruce Burwood
#30325-117
P.O. Box 1000
·Oxford, Wisconsin 53952
Frank Newsome
t/27217-138
P.O. Box 1000
Oxford, Wisconsin, 53952
Peter H. Nicholas
#41260-133
P.O. Box 1000
Oxford, Wisconsin 53952

I am now incarcerated at the
federal prison at Butner, North
Carolina, and I am seeking
There will be a meeting correspondence with any student
Wednesday, May 23 for all those that would like to start a penpal
interested in joining next year's relationship.
women's field hockey team at 4:00
p.m. in Nicholson Pavilion, room Jimmy Reachard
P.O. Box 1000 94990
116.
Butner, North Carolina 27509

WOMEN'S FIELD HOCKEY

1907-1929 ALUMNI HERE

NUCLEAR DEMONSTRATION

1907-19.29 Alumni will be
An anti-nuclear demonstration
on the Central campus Saturday, will be held concurrently with the
May 19. A campus tour will be Electrical Energy / Eastern Washconducted from 1-2 and from ·2-3 ington Conference at 12 noon
p.m. Registration and reception ·on May 31. Any interested persons
from 4:30-5:30 with dinner from can contact Matt, 925-6393, or
5:30-7:30 p.m. (in the SUB). They Sandy, 925-1752 for more infor,
Now an exciting and creative
will be honored guests at the mation.
Central
Swingers performance
way to give your tastebuds a
· at
noontime nutritional lift! Central
8 p.m.
A social time will follow at tHe
adult education class for anyone
~ tired of the same old brown bag
President's Reception Center.
Over 100 have registered for this Handwriting Analysis, $20.
lunch. That means you! Date:
special event. Call 963-2752 for Write: Handwriting Consultants
May 22. Time: 3: 15 to 5 p.m.
more information.
of Washington, Box 706, Yakima,
Place: Michaelsen Hal
WA 98907.
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Classifieds

$3000
SUMMER WORK
If You:

•

I.

•

Are a hard worker -.
2 • Have the entire suntnter free
3. Are willing to relocate ~or the suntnter
4. Need to earn $3000 or ntore this sumnter

•

Then you may qualify for full-time sunl111er work

•

•
•

•

•

\

.-

'

•

Interviews will be held
TODAY , THURSDAY MAY 17
in the SUB -Teanaway Room
· Meetings will begin promptly at 3:30 p.m. and at 6:30 p.m .
Please be on time and allow 1 Y2 hours.

I

For Pizza Mia

Eighteen years and going stro. ng ~
of products that are .offered. The on an open french loaf with olive grinder caught on through the still a month a~ay from the end of
dough and sauc·e recipe is the same oil, sandwich meats, lettuce, best advertising possible - word the school year!
,
as when we started. Or:ly be tomatoes, pickles, and cheese and of mouth.
Now grinders are
We have refined our delivery -.
freshest ingredients are used. The served cold.
Central's best answer to the ten service, and this summer we're
Seven years ago Pizza Mia o'clock munchies!
special blend · of . mozzarella and
planning a few improverp.ents that
Your support 'of the grinder should guarantee your delivery
cheddar cheeses is the same, as customer.s clamor~d for a new
well as the fresh vegetables and product, pizza was OK, but seven has made Pizza Mia the number within thirty minutes from the "
meats.
days a week? Using the facilities one restaurant purchaser of, time your order is .taken. I realize
Each order is still individually at hand, the pizza· .oven and the bakery goods from Orowheat in that sometimes · I took a little
handled by rolling out the fresh refrigerated condiment area ex· Ellensburg. And like our Pizzas, longer, especially this winter with
dough as your order is received, perimenting ' began.
When the we use only the freshest ingre- the cold temperatures and car ,.
brushing on the sauce, (its too first tests were over, a name had dients so our quality stands alone problems we had, but next year
thick to ladle on),placing, by hand, to be decided ~n. Since no one in in the sandwich · market.
we are working towards solutions
the chosen ingredients and smoth- the area had used the name
In 1976-1977 we had a record so that less than one percent of the
ering· the pizza with ~ moun<l of · ·grinder and it was printed on the breaking delivery year with just deliveries will take more than 35
cheese. We're still cooking pizzas bags, it was chosen. During the over 8,000 deliveries; last year, minutes!
Next year, we will try to break
in the same oven and using the . first three months, there were 1977-1978, we almost doubled our
same procedure which keeps our eight varities of grinders, and you service with 14,994! So how are all existing records and deliver •
cust-0mers happy knowing that had a choice of dressings. Through we doing this year? Well, as of over 20,000 deliveries during the
a u'tomation and , prepackaging the customers choice, it was today we're over 16,500 and we're 1979-1980 school year.
can't compare to the individual narrowed down to just Canadian
treatment you get at Pizza Mia.
bacon and roast beef. In 1975, the
Thank you for supporting Pizza Vegie was introduced because the
Mia for these eighteen years, and -. demand for something withput
we're looking forward to serving meat was there (even non-vegetaryou for the next eighteen years.
ians like 'em).
Next issue we will print a
For the first year it seemed that
Everytime you order with Pizza
What the Hell's a Grinder?
~ rinder.
A grinder is a sandwich. The the grinder was doomed, sales just Mia, your slip gives you a chance special type .of number that makes
ln t.hP la~t eighteen years, Pizza grinder originated in the early· didri't warrant the new sandwich,
to win. Each week vour chances any slip a winner (last year it was
Mia has takPn pride in the quality 1900's in New' York and was made then when all else failed, the
are about one in thirty. If you any three consecutive numbers t
order once a week, then you like --999- or 333-:) and the name
should win at least once during. the isn't , necessary. There will be
paid advertisment
school year! Only first names are twenty-five winners, so be sure to
, selected and you must save your dig up all your slips from ·this year '
copy for proof of purchase. So far for the big chance to win in Pizza
this year 0ver a hundred winners Mia's Sweepstakes Contest.
Here are this week's hundred ,,.
,have well pizzas, grinders, and
$$$$.
<There were three $25 chances for the Sweepstakes.
winners!).
165165
165506
Rodger
Kurt
167178
Chris '
165941 ,
165511
Joann:~
Paul
Ken
167200
165169
165038
Tracy
John
Ed
167189
176062
167684
Frank
Jeannie
Scott
165956
166469
167655
David
John
Camellia
165102
176075 ...
Beverly
167575
Terry
Tami
16'7234
166351
167752
Tom
Fred
Kevin
167167
166352
167730
Karen
Kevin
Bob
167131
166361
165943
Bob
Mickey
Fred
165220
167800 : ~
165872
Kelly
Brad
Maria
167960
167907
167805
Wanda
Shelton
Lori
167957
Stephanie 167885
165721
Kurt
Terry
165906
165577
167559
Steve
Debbie
Jada
166450
165578 ;
Andy
167613
Stacy
Bill
165838
Sometime in the winter of 1972 they were one of the first ones in. ers for only 25 ce~ts and those 16
165535
Dean
165944
Ron
Clay
165902
40 cents in addition· to
an idea came to mind. What if you
With only 99 Hardcore T-Shirts oz. jars
167592:
Kathy
165164
Liz Connie
176234
did something really hardcore for on sale, you hav~ to arrive early to pitchers for $1.25. Pizza Mia is
165548
Julie
167202
Cheryl
Leo
176055
/
your customers? What if you buy one. (This Hardcore the shirts proud to serve Heidelburg, Schlitz
167867' "
Nelson
167022
John
Penny
167'.790
made them drag themselves out of are yellow with black). F'or the and Colt 45 on tap. Why not relax
167851
John
Julia
167209
John
167737
bed at six in. the morning to come social Central student, it's almost a when the afternoon studies get
165065
Fred
Ralph
167214
Shawn
166456
down to guzzle beer? Could you sin to get your diploma before you down, l\nd come on down for a - Mark
167900
Pat
Katie
165998
165619
possibly get enough crazy and wild you've floated the river, attended tall cool one?
165798 Kim
Brandy
165955
Dan
165866
people to actually do it? Why not a Hat Night, and imbibed in
"To Sir With Love," "Sheila,"
166400
Linda
167105
Carrie
Dick
165640
Hardcore Happy Hour. ·
try!
"The Stripper,"
"Hot Rod
165745
Bruce
167134
Ken
Mike
167518
Remember, limited capacity Lincoln," Who Put The Bomp
Seven years ago this idea
167531 ,.;- .
Steve
165949
Pauleet
Rebecca .165614
became a reality, and today people restricts the number of Hardcores Sh-boom," "Poison Ivy Me Blue,"
167641
Robert
165185
Don
Brad
165633
all over the world have heard of and the earlier the better, so come "A White Sport Coat," "Leaving
167701
165728
·
Jena
Don
John
165694
Pizza Mia's Hardcore Happy Hour. on down this Saturday and be a On a Jet Plane," "Along Came
167618
Paul
165823
Kacie
Phil
165602
People travel hundreds of miles Pizza Mia Hardcore.
Jones," "Devil or Angel," "More
167625
Randy
167012
Dean
Jim
166407
just to at.tend one. People stay up
Pizza Mia proclaims HAPPY - Mo ey For You And Me," "Black is
164510
Gary
164514
Dan
Mike
166420
all night, ·or miss the · fun F'riday HOUR EVERY WEEKDAY 11-2 Black," "El Paso," "Sweet For My
167708
Ardy
167153
Kirt
Jay
166429
night just to be able to wake up in the afternoon and 5-6 during the Sweet,'' "This Diamond Ring,"
167629 .
167036
Mack
Doug
Carol
165014
early. People wait in line starting dinner hour! · During this time "Come Back When You Grow Up,"
167801 •
Diane
167212
Sheryl
Robin
165021
al five in the morni~g just to say
Pizza Mia will be serving schoon- and '~Green-Eyed Lady.''
165995
Jerry
Also these favorites: "!know A
Place,"
"Wild . Thing," "Louie
Louie," "What Becomes Of A
Brokenhearted," "Quarter To
Three," "Young (iirl,'' "Joy To The
World," "Lonesome Town," "Great
Balls Of Fire," "Chantilly Lace,"
Whoever heard of a Pizza brings you the finest in q~ality.
"Blue Suede Shoes,"- "At The
Hope," "Bird Dog." "Wake Up Pa~lour serving escargot? It And for those who are still a little
Little Susie," "We Gotta Get Out seems unusual, however, the snail unsure, remember this, you can't
Of This Place," "Sixteen Tons." is catching on in Ellensburgt In have a opinion on something you ~
and "A Hard Day's Night."
keeping with the tradition of top haven't tried yet. Over ninety
And remember these:. -.. "You qttality, Pizza Mia introduced percent of the people who try
Were On My Mind," "Wfody," escargot just three months ago escargot for the first time enjoy it! •
"Diana," "Jailhouse Rock," "Heart and already a steady clientele has .
. _ Of Glass," "The Purple People- developed. _Pizza Mia .selects only
eater." "Wipe Out," "Wild One," imported escargot from France,
"Long Tall Sally.'' " Willies And makes a sauce of butter, garlic,
The Hand Jive," "Cousin Of Mine," parsley, ten herbs and spices . to
Last week we reported that
"Chain Gang," "Rqnning Scared," enhance the escargot and cold
"White On White," "Here Comes · marinates the lovely little things there was a possibility that
Orowheat would be on strike, ..
Summer," "Roses Are Red My for three days to insure that the
however, the strike never took
Love." "Charlie Brown," "Sink The flavor from the sauce permeates
place and we were able to have
Bismark", "Dedicated To The One the escargot.
ample supply of grinder buns. In
I Love." "Claudette," "Let It All
Hang ·Out," "Bits and Pieces,"
Along with the . escargot, Pizza fact, because of your concern that •
"Sumertime Blues," "Beep Beep,"
Mia introduced a new selection of the quality may not be as good, a
"I Want To Hold Your Hand.", wines for complementing this lot of you opted to buy the pizzas
"Puppy Love," "Little Deuce
gourmet treat. From those that instead, but you don't have to
Coupe," "California Girls," "Baby
have tried escai'got at Pizza Mia worry anymore, we've got plenty "
The Rain Must Fall," "Running
and also somewhere else, most will of grinder buns to satisfy your
I wish I had a grinder.-.. ~.
Sca~ed," and many more!
agree that Pizza Mia once again hungry tummy!

Sometime in October, 1961 Art
Ladd pu.r chased the business
located in Albertson's' parking lot
.rnd named it Pizza . 'Mia.
Businessmen in town were skeptical that a specialty restaurant
could make it in Ellensburg. Art
im,roduced a new way of cooking
pizza, with the ingredients in the
middle so the flavor of the secret
sauce could blend with the fresh
ingredients.
He offered many
sizes to choose from and introduced delivery service to the
Campus.
·
During the '1i 1e years he
operated Pizza Mia, it gained
statewide reputation for having
the best Pizza anywhere. In 1970,
Art sold Pizza Mia to Steve
lh: Cou, who moved it to its
present lo<'at.ion at Eighth and
Chestnut. With added -room to
. . prve customers, a beer and wine
:i1·en ;e was obtained and Pizza Mia
"'\panded t heir menu to include
.;dads and t.he world famous ·
1

Sweepstakes
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Hardcore happy hour
for

Sn8ils galore·
rCorrection ).

